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ARM Data Challenge: Diverse Products 
Collected and Processed Continuously

3 fixed sites
3 mobile facilities 
deployed at over 
36 locations
Aerial deployments
460+ instruments of 
approx. 100 types
250+ higher level 
algorithms (VAPs)
200–2000 Mb data 
per day
20k–40k files 
processed per day
Spanning 30+ years
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Purpose:facilitate the study of cloud formation processes and their influence on radiative transfer support the evaluation and improvement of global climate models 



ARM Data Challenge: 
Processing Complex, Interdependent Data

Ease process of integrating data 
from diverse datasets with 
different sampling intervals.
Simplify development of 
scientific algorithms.
Ensure adherence to 
data standards.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
multi-tiered data processing system where instrument data is processed and fed into higher order algorithms which are fed into higher algorithms. Diagram illustrates – many different products feeding other products creating a dependency chain of processing that feeds into the highest order algorithms that directly support global climate modelers.Instrument data is collected at highest resolution (down to 1 second sampling period) and stored in daily files possible to ensure widest applicability while products supporting climate models frequently have hourly sampling periods in yearly files.
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I need to integrate 
several ARM products 
so I can easily apply 

my scientific algorithm 
to them.

ARM Data Integrator (ADI)

Location(s) Input Data Output Data

ADI

PCM (Process Configuration Manager) User Interface

Magic happens… Consolidated Data 
on User-defined Grid

Python or C Software 
Project with User Hooks

User-selected 
measurements with diverse 
sampling intervals
User-selected 
transformation method and 
parameters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The items to left of PCM user interface bar are what a developer/translator/user needs to know before they start creating a new product.



ADI Goals 

Automate repetitive data tasks:

Reading input data

Transforming and consolidating data

Writing data to output

Applying or generating quality control flags

Embed data standards into data design interface.

Reduce cost, complexity of ingest and scientific algorithm development.

Improve software robustness and reliability.

Support multiple programming languages (Python, C).

Support local installations and open-source code.
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ADI Architecture
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Definitions 
Database

Logs,
Metrics

save

Outputs

netCDF
Data

PCM Web App

User decides the type of 
application that best suits 

their data processing needs

ADI Libraries



PCM Process: Overview
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PCM Process: Retrieval Rules

Preferred and alternate data sources by:
Datastream
Location
Time

User-defined variable names can be assigned to the inputs.
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PCM Process: Data Consolidation

February 23, 2024 9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do note 2 types of defining output time sample grid (regular interval or mapped)This will not get into details of differences between transformation typesThen note it supports more advanced transformation parameters such as - setting range on interpolating/subsampling- defining bin width and alignment - and othersBuilt in support of these transformation parameters  and the documentation and reporting of the results of QC associated with the data transformation is what sets ADI’s transformation methods apart from the general data merging methods in Xarray and other netCDF libraries.  ADI doesn’t blindly merge data, it merges it based on user criteria and on the QC of the data.  It also documents the QC of the data produced. 



PCM DOD: Data Output Design
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PCM DOD: Data Output Validation
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ADI Impacts 

Decreased development time and cost.

CSV ingest decreased up to 80% (from weeks to days).

VAP algorithm decreased up to 60% (from several to few months).

Improved reliability through code-reuse.

Software maintenance simplified.

The processes that generate our data products are more accessible.

Production processing and reprocessing streamlined.
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